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What were your most/leasl satisfaclory learning or program experiences?
My most satisfactory experience was growing closer to everyone in the class, especially the teacher. My
least satisfactory was that it ended so soon!
The most satisfactory part was being in the class with such an enthusiastic teacher. The least
satisfactory part was being sent to the high school for class. It was not only a greater distance, but also
made me feel disconnected from the college.
I enjoy the presentations from other students and the teachers opinions and comments toward making
speeches.
She creates a great learning atmosphere.
I was not only taught how to write a speech, I learn how to use that skill for essays I am writing in my
other classes.
The El Diamante Campus did not provide an acceptable learning experience. The teacher was
absolutely wonderful and provided a great learning environment with what was available at the El
Diamante Campus.
Least satisfactory was the location. The first 3 sessions were at El Diamante High School. We need to
be at the college.
I did not like the idea that we had to go to a high school. We were not able to use the equipment there.
It took up our learning time. You should not have class meetings at the high school. Thank you O
I am thrilled that I've learned how to properly prepare speeches and to speak with confidence. She is
the Best you need to hire her full time.
The experience in this class was great. I have learned a lot and I enjoyed everything in the class. The
only thing I did not like was the fact that the class was at the high school. More classes with her!

